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About This Game

Welcome to Mars!
2288, humanity has advanced so far that it began to conquer other planets. Already conquered and built up: Nibiru, Keklandia,
Neptune, and now people have reached and Mars. In 2289 a small group of cosmonauts from 3 countries( Russia, Kazakhstan

and Kyrgyzstan) was sent to the Red Planet. They landed, studied the planet a little and began to build up and live there.
You play as the commander of a group of cosmonauts on Mars and you need to build a colony, upgrade it, collect resources and

survive on this planet, so that the Earthmen can later move to Mars.
Features:

-Ability to be an astronaut
-Ability to build and manage a settlement

-Ability to visit Mars
-Strategy with pixel art graphics

-3 game modes: Campaign (levels), free play and God mode (from the beginning of the game you will have a lot of resources)
-Different types of buildings and resources

-Good soundtrack
-Steam achievements
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This Project Was Stoped A Few Months .... BUY NOW! WHY DO YOU STILL HAVE MONEY IN YOUR WALLET?! BUY
THIS NOW!!. Bannerlord when. Many times when I'm reading reviews or watching videos of new games I ask myself the
question; "Would I play this if it was a free flash game?".
Many times the answer is "maybe for a few minutes".
This shouldn't be.
There are pleanty of greenlit games that if FREE I wouldn't spend the time on them.
THIS GAME is not one of them.
When I first played this game (the first one) on kongragate I loved it. Rogue like elements, lootfest, and a simplistic yet
rewarding stratigy to the game. When the second one appeared, I was extactic, even more so when the creator mentioned
attempting to greenlight the game, with more content on steam.
Even if the game didn't have the added content I would have still payed the cheep price for it.
For a simple, yet satisfing "lunch-time roguelike" I couldn't recomment it more.. I liked Platypus 1 so much. Let's try part II.
OMG, I think my left ear is totaly deaf!
Whew, thanks god I'm wrong... It's just a bug in a game and noone cares.. AWESOME GAME LOVE LOVE LOVE IT
EVERYONE NEEDS TO THUMBS THIS UP
IDK WHY THERE WASNT A GAME LIKE IT ALREADY ON STEAM
YES I KNOW ITS A COPY OF BOMBERMAN BUT I MEANT YOU KNOW LOL. For a $5 game this is interesting. I know
that I havent unlocked every ending but there are a good number of ways for things to end. The story can end very early or can
go on. I found myself getting more and more intrigued. Definitely play through several times, you'll need to to get the full
picture. The world could use just a bit more fleshing out but I tihnk this is pretty good. I'm going to keep digging for more
ending because I know there are other ways for this to end. Well worth the $5.
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this is so much better than heat 2 was.i really enjoy racing now with my tspc wheel and fanatec pedals.. good game! :). Well i
love the game you have made , i'm going to be very sad when i finsh it , if you like puzzles you will love it , the only thing that
bugs me , is i have to end the game from task manager , and theres no screen where it shows how many levels i got left , i have
played loads of these type of puzzle games , and this one is well done , apart from the ending game from task manager , it is
perfect well done .. I don't use any of these I can't imagine how they would be worth the asking price. Rebellion need to make
more games and less DLC.

Where's Zombie Army 2019?. this is by far very far the best game i have played on vr. it is almost to scarry to play and i dont
get scarred by games. i really liked this game plus it took me forever to finish it.. wtf feck is this shet minuus rubt. Three weeks
ago, I released a preview on a game called Pizza Express. I actually spent a lot of time playing the demo that Onni Interactive
very kindly gave to me and I was really enjoying it, so when it was finally released on Steam, I was beyond excited to get my
hands on a full copy and attempt to take my pizza palace all the way to the top.

The aim of the game is simple. You’re hired by an anthropomorphic cat named Gastone who recently inherited his father’s old
restaurant after it shut down, and his sole desire is to reach the top of the food authority – hilariously named F.L.A.B – best
restaurant rankings. Immediately you’re placed where all the action is, and this is where the majority of the actual playing of the
game takes place – the kitchen. Your main task in the game is to provide the public with the pizzas they request in a timely
fashion, which sounds easier than it actually is. You have to keep on top of everything more than just the order list, with
restocking your toppings being a frequent challenge, as well as managing things like the menu, the amount of tables in the
restaurant and even the décor around it. Being able to manage everything to make sure it’s all ticking over correctly and in the
most profitable manner can be really fun to tinker about with in order to get the right balance.

Read more at the Video Game Almanac[vgalmanac.com]. I'M TRYING TO PLAY A FREAKING GAME NOT JOIN THE
KGB OR CIA. Horrible. Stay away.
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